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Members of UNAPD Youth Wing Drama Group rehearsing in preparation for a performance at the International Youth Day
celebrations held in Mbarara district on August 12,2008. They excited the audience at the ceremony where President Yoweri
Museveni was the Guest of Honour.
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WORD FROM THE E XECUTIVE D IRECTOR

Mr . Okebe Onya
Executive Dir ector

I welcome you to this issue of UNAPD
Update, where we keep our members
informed about what the secretariat has
done or is doing and what it is planning
to do. Since June 2008 when we last
produced our bi-monthly newsletter, a
lot of activities have been done but I
can’t document all of them here. However, there are those that cannot go
without a mention.

We have continued to lay ground for a
new project to be called the Labour Market Project that we are
set to start implementing next year. We have been working
closely with our partners of DBIA in Denmark and the secretariat is soon finalising the preparation stage for the project.
We have also written many proposals to secure funds from
USAID, European Union, Government and other donors, to
help us address challenges affecting our members. Our umbrella
organisation, NUDIPU, has develo ped a five-year strategic plan
to address the HIV/AIDS scourge among PWDs and we shall
work together to mitigate the impact of this disease on our
members. UNAPD actively par ticipated in several workshops in
Masaka, Gulu and Soroti, in preparation for interventions to
address the deadly disease.
UNAPD has made detailed recommendations that we seek to
include in the National Transport Policy the Ministry of Works,
Transport and Communications is making. The ministry contacted DPOs for their in-put so that the policy could address all
accessibility requirements of persons with disabilities. The staff
went to study what is on the ground and toured a railway terminal at Uganda Railways Headquar ters in Kampala and Luzira
Port Bell Pier, to be able to make informed recommendations
based on what is existing on the ground.
Networking and communication has also been going on between the secretariat and our partners, notably DHF and DBIA.
We have written and shared project progress, financial and activity reports with our partners. Our books of accounts for last
year were audited by our independent auditors of Carr Stanyer
Sims & Co., who found out that the books gave a true and fair
view of the financial operations and position for the year 2007,
in UNAPD.
Finally, we have continued to improve the quality, size and number of copies printed of our mouth piece of the UNAPD Update. More content, more pages and more colour have been
added, coupled with a more attractive design, to give our members the glamour they deserve. We call upon you to make objective comments on everything in the newsletter so that we
can serve you better. You will find details of these and more
inside.
I wish you nice reading.

EDITORIAL

Emulate
Centenary Bank
The biggest challenge of most people with disabilities in
Uganda is accessibility to physical infrastructure such as buildings, schools, workplaces, churches, hotels and banks, among
others. The Government has enacted laws addressing this
problem but it is ironical that Government institutions are
leading in breaking the law. For example, many Government’s
schools, hospitals and offices are inaccessible to PWDs.
On the contrary, Centenary Bank has taken a leading role
among private institutions to make all its 30 branches countrywide, accessible to PWDs by constructing ramps as an alternative to steps. Nevertheless, the road that led the bank to this
venerable achievement has not been a smooth one. Some of
its disabled clients in Gulu dragged the bank to court over the
district branch being inaccessible. The PWDs won the case.
Now, owners all other institutions - private or public – should
learn these lessons: Any person with an inaccessible building
can be successfully prosecuted under Section 20 of the Persons with Disability Act, 2006, and Article 9 of the UN Convention of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, as the case
was with Centenary Bank. We should not condemn Centenary Bank for having been caught up by the law; many other
banks and other institutions are more inaccessible to PWDs
than Centenary Bank was before it was dragged to court.
Ugandans should also understand that it is not a favour to
PWDs to make your buildings accessible, but rather, it is their
legal and Constitutional right.
Able bodied people are partly responsible for making PWDs
more disabled, through their activities such as denying them
access to physical infrastructure. A PWD cannot be disabled
or depend on others for a living, when he can easily access
school, a healthy care facility, employment, rehabilitation facilities, churches and information like their able-bodied folks. It is
the environment created by society that makes PWDs the
poorest among the poor, least educated, most marginalised
and most discriminated against among all other vulnerable
groups.
In Centenary Bank now, PWDs can access banking services
and be able to rid themselves out of poverty. We ask other
banks and service providers to borrow a leaf from Centenary
Bank and make all their services accessible, before the law
catches up with them. Very soon, we may be forced to ask
our members to blacklist, isolate, boycott and prosecute businesses and institutions that are not accessible.

The Editor welcomes articles and letters on topical issues in disability. Please, send them to the address below: UNAPD Update, P.O. Box 959, Kampala, Uganda. E-mail: unapd@utlonline.co.ug. Offices on Namasole Road, Kikuubo Zone, Gayaza
Road, Plot 459, Kanyanya.
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UNAPD gets new Executive Director
working with the Min istry of
Gender, Labour and Social
Development.

I take the pleasure to in troduce to you Ms. Meld ah Tumukunde, our new Executive Director. UNAPD Board anonymously chose her to steer
UNAPD to greater heights on
July 12, 2008. She started her
duties on September 1, 2008,
when she took over from former actin g ED Mr. Okebe
Onya.
Because of havin g a disability
and a vast experience in working with people wit h disabilities, we hope that Ms. Meldah
will serve UNAPD with commitment to the disability cause.
She has also held various positions of responsibility. Before
choosing her for this position,
Meldah had been recruit ed in
May, 2008 as Programme Officer for the Win gs Project.

Meldah Tumukunde
UNAPD new ED

Hitherto, she had worked at
NUDIPU for seven years, as
personal assistant to the Executive Director, Development Worker, and Project
Officer for the Youth Project.
She joined NUDIPU after

Meldah is currently pursuing a
Masters Degree in Human
Rights at Makerere University,
having graduated from the
same university in 2000 with a
B.A Degree in Social Sciences.
She is also a researcher and
has particip ated in many research activities more especially those in line with disability. I ask the staff, members of
UNAPD and Board of Directors to give Meld ah all the necessary cooperation and support she needs to effectively
execute her duties. I wish
Meldah the best at UNAPD. I
also thank Mr. Okebe who has
diligently served as acting UNAPD ED for one year.

UN Convention: Uganda losing opportunities

Hon. James Mwandha
Chairman UNAPD

In July, we received the excitin g news that
Cabinet had approved the ratification on the
Convention. We understand that the Min ister
of Foreign Affairs did prepare the necessary
ratification instruments but up to now Uganda
is not yet featured on the UN website as being
among the countries that have ratified the
Convention. We have now lost track of what is
happenin g to the ratification process!
State Parties to the Convention were in vited
to nominate candid ates from whom 12 members would be elected to constitute the first
UN Committee on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities. Since Uganda has not yet ratified, it
has lost the opportunity of nomin ating a candidate and the closing date has long passed on
September 3, 2008. This is a real pity because
Uganda’s candidate could have stood a reasonable chance of being elected to the Committee
from our sub-region. This is so because Uganda
was one of the few African countries whose
performance at the UN Adhoc Committee was

appreciated in addition to its well known reputation in providin g for disabled persons.
As I write now, 37 countries have become
State Parties to the Convention. This rate of
ratification is quite commendable compared to
other human rights treaties of the UN. The
UN High Commissioner for Human Rights has
invited countries which have ratified to the first
conference of State Parties on the November
3, 2008, among other things, to elect the 12
members who will constitute the committee. If
Uganda ratifies soon, it may also qualify for an
invitation to attend the conference.
The next opportunity for Uganda to nominate
a candidate to this committee will be after an
additional 60 ratifications when State Parties
shall meet again to increase the number to 18
members of the committee. However, judging
from the rate at which members ratify, it will
be several years before an additional 60 members ratify the Convention.
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DPOS launch HIV/ AIDS Strategic Plan
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA
UNAPD together with thirteen other
Disabled People’s Organisations, launched
a five-year (2008-2011) Disability HIV/
AIDS Strategic Plan. The ceremony took
place at Grand Imperial Hotel in Kampala
in July. In his speech at the launching ceremony, the Chairperson of National Union
of Disabled Persons of Uganda, Mr. Francis Kinubi, noted that the plan aims to
offer a comprehensive approach on how
disability issues and needs can be mainstreamed in the national HIV/AIDS programming.
Due to some misconception by HIV/
AIDS service providers that PWDs do not
engage in sex, there is lack of specific data
about the disease prevalence rate among
PWDs. Government had to have special
intervention to prevent PWDs from acquiring the scourge.
A baseline survey commissioned by
NUDIPU in 2006 found that PWDs are at
the same or greater risk of acquiring HIV

than their non-disabled peers: 86 out of
every 100 PWDs interviewed had engaged in sex without a condom in the past
one year; 50% had had sex before the age
of 18; 50% had more than one sexual
partner; 23% had had sex with nonregular partners while 46% of the 596
PWDs interviewed were in regular sexual
relations out of which 41% were not married.
The survey, carried out in three districts
of Masaka, Gulu and Soroti, demystified
the public’s stereotype that PWDs do not
engage in sex. “76% had some knowledge
about HIV/AIDS and STIs (sexually transmitted infections) but still a relative
group of 24% had never heard of it; 11
had never heard of condoms and condom
utilisation was low. Some respondents
had misconception about ways of transmission of HIV/AIDS,” the survey noted.
PWDs stand the same risk of acquiring
HIV/AIDS like other people because they
can hardly resist rape, it is hard for them
to marry, so they are open to multiple

PWDs into forced marriage
Scores of young people with learning disabilities are being forced into
marriages, The Independent newspaper revealed. More than one in
five of the forced marriages reported to the Government involve
disabled people, but experts fear
that the true scale of the problem
could be far worse. Support groups
believe that the stigma attached to
disability in some ethnic communi-

ties, together with social and cultural isolation, is adding to the problem. They warn that forced marriage
is being used as a way to ensure that
children with disabilities will be
looked after as ageing parents struggle to cope. A person with learning
disabilities may also be seen as biddable by foreigners in search of a
visa. Most cases reported were
from Pakistan, Bangladesh and India.

McCain seeks more support for PWDs
Republican presidential candidate John McCain is pledging support for a
proposal to expand protections for disabled people under an 18-year-old
landmark civil rights law. Speaking from Arizona by satellite to a disabilities
forum in Columbus, Ohio, McCain said that revisions to the Americans
With Disabilities Act must leave no doubt that it was intended to protect
people from any discrimination based on physical or mental disabilities.
The Supreme Court generally has exempted from the law's protection
people with partial physical disabilities, as well as people with physical impairments that can be treated with medication or devices such as hearing
aids. "We must clarify the definition of a disability to ensure full protection
for those the law is intended to serve," said McCain.

sexual partners during their life time and
may resort to sex as a source of income
or self-esteem.
They also have less access to information about HIV/AIDS because the majo rity
are illiterate, can not read because of visual impairments, or can not access HIV/
AIDS facilities and services because of
inaccessibility, lack of mobility devices and
poverty.
The strategic plan, therefore, provides
interventions to prevent HIV/AIDS transmission, care and treatment for PWDs
affected with the scourge, as well as giving
them the necessary support and counselling. The plan will be implemented by
DPOs, financed and supervised by
NUDIPU, in 34 districts of Uganda.
UNAPD is already an implementing
partner of a pilo t HIV/AIDS project run
by NUDIPU in three districts of Masaka,
Gulu and Soroti. Lessons learnt from this
pilot project will offer a venerable experience in the implementation of the strategic plan.

Obama picks PWD for campaigner
Kareem Dale, founder and chief executive officer of
The Dale Law Group (DLG) in Chicago, has been appointed as the Obama campaign's Disability Vote Director. Dale, partially blind, will help broaden the campaign's reach and involve even more voices in this coalition for change. In his role as Disability Vote Director,
Dale will be responsible for all disability outreach efforts for the campaign, including attending national conferences, coordinating grassroots efforts, speaking at
events as a surrogate for the campaign, and ensuring
that campaign locations are accessible for all Americans
with disabilities.
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Accessibility law bites Centenary Bank
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

M

ay 8, 2008 entered into the record
books of the disability movement
as a landmark when a High Court Judge,
Justice Remmy Kasule, ruled against Centenary Bank (Gulu branch), over inaccessibility to persons with disabilities. The
ruling, in which the judge ruled against
the bank sets a precedent, as it is the first
of its kind in Uganda. Before making the
ruling, the judge allegedly said he had
never learnt or heard of such a case and
had no court precedent to guide him.
Two bank clients, Mr. Santo Dwoka and
Mr. Nyeko Okello, who are persons with
disabilities, dragged the bank to court
after several pleas to the branch manager
to make the premises accessible to
PWDs to no avail. The case was registered as civil suit number 23 of 2008.
“It started in 2004 when we applied to
NUSAF for funds to boost our activities.
When they approved our application,
they told us to open an account in Centenary Bank in order to get money because that is the only bank NUSAF uses
in Gulu. An obstacle set in. The bank
premises were not accessible because
the steps were very steep and there was
no any other alternative entrance,” Santo
narrates.
NUSAF is Northern Uganda Social Action Fund that was set up by Government to boost people’s economic activities and livelihood in northern Uganda
following Lord Resistance Army (LRA)
war that devastated the area for over 20
years.
Santo and Nyeko are the chairman and
treasurer of Gulu Disabled Corperation,
respectively. This group of persons with
disabilities trains members in shoe making, repairing and tailoring. They have a
workshop where they repair shoes and
sell new ones to the public, to generate
money for the association.
The problem
Both Santo and Nyeko are polio survivors with both of their legs paralysed.

The only entrance to the bank with
steep steps before the court case

ATM

A ramp made for PWDs and elderly

They move with the aid of calipers,
crutches, wheelchairs or tricycles. Because Centenary Bank was the only bank
where they could ge t their funds from
NUSAF, the duo endured and opened an
account in that bank.
“The two of us are the signatories to the
account. We found it very hard to go to
the banking hall. On separate incidents,
we nearly fell off the steps. We reminded
management several times but they kept
telling us that they were going to consult
their headquarters in Kampala. They
eventually told us that they have no
money to make a ramp which persons
with disabilities could use to enter the
bank,” Santo says. “We were patient
enough for nearly four years. We could
not wait any more. We got money from
our project, hired a lawyer and dragged
the bank to court. We were confident
that we would win the court case. So
many persons with disabilities including
wheelchair users, the blind, the deaf and
the old were complaining. Our lawyer
also encouraged us to proceed.”

The duo say they had read many provisions in Ugandan Constitution, Local
Government’s Act, Persons with Disabilities Act 2006, Universal Declar ation
of Human Rights and the United Nations Standard Rules on the Equalisation
of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities, among others. The laws contain
provisions that require PWDs not to be
discriminated against while offering services to society, and that every institution and infrastructure should be accessible to PWDs.
Medical examination
The lawyers, Makmot Kibwanga and Co.
Advocates started gathering e vidence to
support the case, before notifying the
bank about the impending law suit. The
lawyers sent Santo and Nyeko to the
Medical Superintendent of Gulu Regional Hospital to determine their degree of disability. In a medical report
dated July 12, 2007, Dr. Tom Charles
Otim, observed:
“We have examined the above persons
(Santo and Nyeko) and the findings are
as follo ws. Nyeko Okello is a 52-yearold man who has a post polio paralysis.
He has complete weakness of both the
lower limbs. He uses calipers and clogs
to support the weak muscles, and uses
crutches for short-distance movements
with a swing through the gait. He uses
wheelchair for long-dis tance movements. The muscle power for both
shoulder joints are slightly reduced.
Because of these weaknesses, he has
difficulties in going up-stairs or steps. He
can access any normal door without
difficulty. The percentage of his disability
is 100%.” Dr. Otim made similar observations about 46-year old Santo.
When the bank was sent court summons, they allegedly took the case
lightly. “Their lawyers wrote back and in
their defense asked court to dismiss the
case with costs. We proposed to them
that if they change the building and put a
ramp, we would withdraw the court
case. They took it lightly. They were
despising us,” Santo says.
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Centenary Bank pays 3 million over inaccessibility
In the chambers
During the court proceedings that took
place in the judge’s chambers, the bank’s
lawyers allegedly said that their client is a
tenant to the building and cannot modify
the premises. But the prosecution challenged them to explain how they broke
part of the building to install an ATM machine and construct a lo an’s section on the
same building.
Consent judgment
After the first proceeding where the prosecution adduced their evidence, the bank’s
lawyers allegedly realized that they could
not win the court case and advised their
client to start changing the building.
“The bank hurriedly constructed the ramp
before the ruling. At the time of the ruling,
the judge told us to settle the matter out of
court because the defendants had put in
place what we wanted. He instructed the
bank to pay the court costs but refused to
pay us for damages. He reasoned that there
was no substantial proof that our lives
were affected when we endured to climb
the stairs,” Nyeko says.
The consent judgment, signed by Justice
Kasule on May 8, 2008, states: “The defendant has carried out to the satisfaction of
the plaintiffs the structural alterations on
the bank’s premises situate(d) on plo t 426
Gulu Street, Gulu Municipality, facilitating
easy and safe access to banking facilities to
the plaintiffs and the community that is
physically disabled. The plaintiffs are hereby
giving up any claims for damages from the
defendant. As to the costs of the suit, the
same are to be paid by the defendant after
the same have been taxed by court.”
The plaintiffs had demanded the premises
accessible and each to be compensated Shs.
50 million for the damage that going up the
stairs had brought to their lives. The ruling
in the judge’s chambers before jo urnalists
did not grant this.
“The judge advised us that if we were dissatisfied with his ruling, we may appeal.
Appealing would be so costly for us because the Court of Appeal is in Kampala.
We could not appeal because we achieved
what we wanted. We were not interested
in money but accessibility. The bank’s lawyers started bargaining with us on how

A copy of the cheque that Centenary Bank paid to the lawyers of Nyeko and Santo

much they should pay us. They started
treating us like ‘big people’,” Nyeko boasts.
At the end of it, the bank paid three million
shillings as the costs of the case, out of
which the respondents, lawyer and court
taxes took two million and the PWDs were
given one million.

such as hospitals, schools, banks, offices,
shopping malls, are not accessible. All owners of these physical infrastructures may be
prosecuted. We ask our members to try to
convince all owners of inaccessible premises to modify their buildings, and if they
fail, take legal action against them.

Bank’s reaction
Mr. Percy Lubega, Centenary Bank’s Ag.
General Manager Business Development
and Marketing, said, the entire bank’s 30
branches in the country and ATMs are now
accessible to PWDs. He said before the
court case, the bank had already embarked
on altering all their premises for accessibility: “Gulu was the last branch to be
changed. Somebody took advantage of the
situation. We had served those clients
(respondents) for a long time because at
Centenary Bank, all customers are the
same. They could at times be served from
outside the premises. At all ATMs, we have
customer assistants who help our clients
and they are monitored by our cameras
installed in all ATMs.”

Santo Dwoka’s profile
Santo Dwoka is the Chairman of Gulu Disabled Cooperation. His life is full of ups
and downs. Born in Bobbi village in Gulu
District in 1960, Santo was hit by polio at
only two years of age. “It started with one
leg. It became very weak and eventually
paralysed altogether. After two years, another leg was affected. I could not stand; I
became crippled. Then I was admitted to
hospital where I was operated. Doctors
tried to straighten my legs and feet so that I
could be able to used calipers. I spent six
month in hospital,” he recounts.

Santo was born in a wealthy family. His
father was Omoro County Chief. Though
his father had very many children with five
wives, he did not abandon Santo because
“We give prio rity to the vulnerable people of his disability. Unfortunately, Santo’s
like people with disabilities, pregnant father died before he started schooling.
women and the elderly. They don’t line up “I started going to school late at 11 years.
to be served. Our customers (able-bodied) I feared pupils gossiping about me because
know it; they don’t complain. The court I was lame. And because my legs were
case was a very good case study, but for us crippled, I could occasionally fall down and
it was a confirmation of our (accessibility) pupils gathered around me and laughed. I
programme,” Lubega said.
felt so shy in the community,” he says.
Santo lived with low self-esteem, but this
Conclusion
Centenary Bank was unfortunate that ‘it did deter him from going to school
was the first fish’ to be caught in the fishing
Turn to page 7
net. Many other private and public buildings
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A life of disability after disability
BY HAMAD LUBWAMA

Because Okello faced so many challenges of
disability such as stigmatization, marginalization and discrimination, among many others, he did not wish other PWDs to face
the same. He lobbied Gulu District authorities so much to make sure that PWDs in
the district are treated equally like other
people.

H

e acquired polio when he was only
eight months. Both of his legs were
paralysed and could only move with the aid
of a wheelchair or a pair of clutches. By the
age of 21, he had got used to his disability;
above all life had to continue. Then another
disability, epilepsy, set in and worsened his
life. Nonetheless, he continued to be
strong and hopeful that one day he would
live a better life. True to his expectation,
God answered his prayers and blessed him
with a wife and later three children. However, in 1978, Nyeko Okello got another
blow in his life: his entire family perished in
an accident and the eventual shooting that
follo wed.
In spite of his turbulent history, the 61year-old Okello, who lives in Gulu town is
jolly, determined and confident. “My
mother told me that I got polio when I was
eight months. I got high fever and eventually my legs became paralysed,” Okello,
born in 1947, recalls. During this period,
little was known about polio. Most people
considered persons with disabilities as a
curse to society, or were disabled as a result of witchcraft. Many children with disabilities were abandoned or left to die
slowly, but Okello ’s parents were not of
that type.

INSIDE THEIR WORKSHOP: The courageous
men Nyeko and Santo who dragged
Centenary Bank to court

and passed Primary Seven very well,” he
says. After P.7, his father sought for a vacancy for his secondary education in
Namilyango College but this was not possible. “At Namilyango, they rejected me.
They said they have no place for a disabled
person,” Okello regrets.

Nonetheless, he did not lose hope and
determination to get educated. He enrolled
into Kireka Rehabilitation Centre where he
studied a course in making umbrellas for
“I started school late at 12 years because
nine months. He says he can make umbrelthe school was far, but I managed to study
las very well but lacks the materials.

“I formed Gulu Disabled Unio n in 1982. I
formed the unio n before NUDIPU
(National Unio n for Disabled People in
Uganda was started in 1987). Through this
association, PWDs could have a common
voice in advocating for our needs and
rights,” he says. No wonder, Gulu Disabled
Union is probably the most organized union among all district unions in Uganda. It
has a very good secretariat where each
organization of persons with disabilities in
the district has an office.
Death of entire family
1978 was Okello’s turning point after he
lost all his family in a road accident. “I lost
my three kids, my father, step mother and
the driver. We were coming from Kampala
and we got a head-on collisio n with an
army truck. The soldiers shot dead some
people who had survived the accident,
claiming we were the cause of the accident.
I just survived because they thought I was
dead,” he recalls the sad moment. The accident occurred at night at Migyera in Nakasongola District, during President Idi
Amin’s regime. Up to now Okello has
never remarried and has no children.

Fired at job over disability, Santo fights for PWDs rights
From Page 6
or affect his class performance.
“I used to be first or second in class. I was
very bright. This attracted many people
towards me,” he recalls. After his primary
education, he joined Gulu High School,
where he sat his senior six exams, and
there after studied short courses.
Santo got a job with the Ministr y of
Health, where he worked before being
retrenched in 1989, following a Government’s policy of reducing the number of
civil servants. “You know they were re-

trenching and a disabled man was the first Santo joined Gulu Disabled Corporation
target,” he notes.
that repairs and makes shoes, where he
In 1990, he went for a short course in trains members in shoe making and designing. He married one year later and
shoe making at Kireka Rehabilitation Cennow has six children.
tre, where he met a European who linked
him to Norwegian Association of the Dis- 1n 2004, he joined Makerere University
abled. NAD sponsored him for another and got a certificate in Public Administr acourse in shoe designing in Norway.
tion and Management. He passed with a
“While in Europe I saw how the disabled distinction. Santo has a happy family with a
are treated. They have land and houses. residential house and land where the
They treat them like citizens. When I workshop and offices for their corporacame back here, everything was the oppo- tion are located.
site,” he says.
See related article on page 2
After coming back from Norway in 1993,
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Accessibility Project goes to Northern Uganda
BY APOLLO MUKASA

private buildings, to ensure that they are
accessible to people with disabilities. There
was an expected influx of PWDs in the
district to grace the celebrations. Following
this campaign, many owners of building
made them accessible to PWDs, making
Nebbi an outstanding district in physical
accessibility. Now, with the training in advocacy skills and lobbying, we are very
hopeful that Nebbi is going to continue
setting the pace for physical accessibility in
the region.

It’s yet another wonderful moment for me
to share the progress
of Accessibility Project through the UNAPD Update. This
voice links us together
at national and international level to be
able to speak the
Mr. Gabriel Ocibre, Chairman of Nebbi
Apollo Mukasa same language in relaP.O Accessibility tion to the Accessibil- Gender and Labour Committee, who officially opened the workshop noted: “Some
ity Project.
achievements were registered on AccessiI last communicated to you in the last issue bility of PWDs mostly when the President
as Assistant Programme Officer, but now, I was coming for International Day for the
am communicating at a higher level as Ag. Disabled celebrations in the district. The
Programme Officer. The change in office chairman LCV instructed all owners of
within a short time will surely not affect public places to make adjustments and put
the progress of the project but may further ramps on their premises. This campaign
improve its performance. The English say, made a great impact.”
“Time lost is money spent and will never The Mayor Nebbi Town Council who offibe regained”. Therefore, its better we lose ciated at the workshop closing ceremony
any other thing but not time, for the suc- said: “When Nebbi hosted the Internacess of the project.
tional Day for the Disabled last year, it was
Our members in Nebbi and Yumbe were paramount that every public structure is
filled with joy after getting the news that made accessible to PWDs. This is the reathe project was set to practically reach son why Nebbi is outstanding now in
their land. It was June 19, 2008, when a terms of accessibility.”
team from UNAPD went to Nebbi for an
induction training workshop for the Accessibility Project. The training package covered several areas including: general introduction of the project; how to become
UNAPD members; Trust Fund operation
system; roles and responsibilities of the
local branch executives; elementary skills
on project development; how local governments operate, among other topics.
UNAPD District Associations and representatives from five sub-county associations in each district were illegible to train.
Each of the trainings in Nebbi and Yumbe
attracted 17 participants, including District
Local Government Officers.
Nebbi outstanding
To remind you, dear readers, the last
UNAPD’s Meldah Tumukunde
year’s commemoration of the International
and Apollo Mukasa struggle on
Day for the Disabled on December 3, was
the steps leading to a Uganda
held in Nebbi District. In preparation for
Railway terminal at Kampala
this day, UNAPD under this project led an
headquarters
accessibility audit campaign in all public and

Accessibility bylaw?
The mayor further noted that Nebbi Town
Council is willing to draft a bylaw on physical accessibility, but the law takes quite
long to be passed by the council yet physical accessibility is an urgent issue. He
therefore, promised to further enforce
accessibility by issuing an edict to close all
structures which are not accessible to
PWPDs in Nebbi Town Council.
This shows that the political will exists in
the district to enforce the implementation
of accessibility provisions in the Disability
Act 2006. It’s now the duty of UNAPD
District Associations to follow-up with the
local government authorities to enforce
the implementation and structural adjustments in buildings for accessibility needs of
PWPDs.
Yumbe thrilled
On June 23, 2008, Yumbe District Association of the Physically Handicapped
(YUDAPH) also witnessed the official introduction of Accessibility Project. Members thanked UNAPD for always not forgetting them and vowed to work together
with the secretariat to successfully carry
out and promote UNAPD activities in the
district. As highlighted in Nebbi, the training package was uniform even for Yumbe.
The training also provided a forum for
members of the District Association to
come together to discuss other relevant
disability issues in the district.
YUDAPH has a challenge of continuously
changing its leadership, but we now hope
that the new executive committee chaired
by Mr. Swaib Ajute, will live to his promises of unifying members and working extremely hard to make the project successful in the district.
The districts (Nebbi and Yumbe) noted
that the project component of the Trust
Fund is going to clo se the gap of inadequate funds and will mainly boost their
physical accessibility advocacy campaigns.
Trust Fund application
With the tr ainings so far conducted in five
districts, UNAPD member associations are
increasingly responding positively to the
Trust Fund component of the project and
have submitted their applications for consideration.
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Disabled child who is a gift to family
told us about UNAPD in 2007. UNAPD
staff taught us how to take care of children
with disabilities like exercising her. Her life
has improved,” Nakibirango says. But that
is not only what she got from UNAPD. In
June 2008, Basoita, who is a Programme
Officer for Uganda Brain Injury Project that
UNAPD is implementing, recommended a
drug, Zinc Sulphate for Moreen to control
epileptic fits. Since she started taking the
dugs, seizures stopped attacking her. But
this doesn’t go without a challenge, as a
dose for month costs 72,000/= and needs
to be taken daily for a lifetime. Moreen’s
father is a petty trader at Mpererwe, a
Kampala city suburb, while the mother is
not employed.

BY HAMAD LUBWAMA
The love her parents give her has enabled
Moreen Kirabo to live and cope with a
disability that struck her when she developed malaria at only three weeks after
birth. Kirabo means a gift to the family, but
her parents have never questio ned what
kind of gif t their daughter is, who, at eight
years, can not contribute anything to the
family, as she can neither talk nor walk.
This exemplif ies how much her parents,
Harriet Nakibirango and Wilson Madaali
love their daughter. “She knows we lo ve
her. We don’t discriminate against her in
any way. She gets so excited when we buy
her new things,” her mum says. She suffers
from a disability called cerebral palsy, a
medical condition caused by brain damage
that causes loss of control of movement of
the limbs. This is coupled with secondary
disabilities such as underdevelo ped brain
and epileptic fits.
Moreen celebrated her 8th birthday on August 15, 2008, when three UNAPD staff
Godfrey Basoita, Troels Hovgaard and
Hamad Lubwama visited her. The family of
two kids stays in Mpererwe, a Kampala
suburb, where they live in a rented house.
Moreen’s mother bought her a birthday
cake that she helped her cut together with
the family’s second born, Kevin, a five-yearold able-bodied schoolboy.
Moreen’s predicament started when she
developed malaria at three weeks. “She
developed high fever, vomiting and stopped

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips of taking care of a child
with cerebral palsy
Exercise him/her daily according to the instructions of a professional physiotherapist
or occupational therapist;
Treat/control secondary disabilities such as
epileptic fits and sensory impairments;
Feed him/her on a balanced diet. Enough
fruits are recommended;
Spend time with them and show them more
love
Don’t isolate them from other kids;
When he/she is attacked by seizures, don’t
give drugs or water during convulsion;
Don’t put a spoon inside his/her mouth to
prevent her from biting the tongue. Instead,
use a soft tissue like a piece of clean cloth.

Moreen is helped by her mother and
follower Kevin, to cut a birthday cake

breastfeeding and became very weak. We
rushed her to Mulago hospital where she
was bedridden for a month. Doctors told
us that she had pneumonia. She continued
to be weak and her neck control became
very poor. Doctors advised us to exercise
her and keep taking her back to hospital,”
her mum recalls. “When she made oneyear-and-a-half, she started having seizures
(okwesika). A seizure is an attack on the
brain causing a person to have uncontrolled movements of the parts of the
body. Results of a CT (Computerised tom o g r ap h y )
a n d
E E G
(Electroencephalo gram) scan showed that
malaria parasites attacked her brain, leaving
a scar, hence a disability called epilepsy
(ensimbu) also ensued.
Slow development
Doctors told the mum that Moreen will
develop slowly and needs much exercise to
improve her body functions. At eight years
now, Moreen cannot talk or walk. “She
started sitting at three years and crawling
at seven. She cannot talk but can eat by her
self, and can play with her friends. We
make her to practice toughing, walking and
give her toys to play with. She can hardly
understand anything you tell her,” her mum
says.
Moreen and her parents’ lif e changed when
they learnt about UNAPD. “Mr. Kiyingi

Note: Epilepsy cannot be passed over to
other people through coming into contact
with saliva, sweat or any other body secretions of a person suffering from the disease.
UBISP activities
Godfrey Basoita, Programme Officer of
Uganda Brain Injury Support Project carried out the following activities since July
this year:
Lobbying: Lobbied Beads for Lif e (BFL)
who accepted to buy beads from ten
members of our Self -Help Groups
(SHG). Beneficiaries will be trained in
making paper beads, give them start up
capital and buy their beads. 10 more
members will be added each year
Specialist visits: Psychiatric specialist
visits to give drugs to our clients with
epilepsy have started. Dr. Walugembe
and Ms. Nalwoga of Butabika hospital
committed themselves to continue supporting UBISP and UNAPD. I also met
Kampala District Director of Health Services, Dr. Mubiru, and asked him open
clinics for People with Acquired Brain
Injury and Cerebral Palsy in health centre
IIIs and IVs.
Training in Local Government
structures: The SHGs had a successful
training in Local Government structures,
meant to help them understand how
they can access, lobby and utilise services
provided by Local Governments. 12 of
our SHG members will soon start training in Community-Based Rehabilitation to
be conducted in COMBRA.
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How Local Governments can use the
pro-disability legislations in Uganda
BY MARY MUKISA

ernments are the ones to plan, budget for should be well versed with the laws.
and implement local development pro- • Authorizing construction of physical
When you notice a law being thought grammes based on the lo cal priorities. structures such as houses, roads, sports
about, then you should be sure that there One of such priorities is “disability devel- grounds, etc (for engineers).
is something in society that is not going opment”.
• Developing Local Gov’ts Programs
on well and needs a law to regulate it.
Disability development should be taken by • Guiding Local Governments to make
Law is a coherent system of rules, dos and
all Local Governments as a priority be- their own laws and legislation
don’ts that everyone in a country or a
cause of the big number of PWDs who
range of countries must obey. The pur• Monitoring service delivery such as eduare unacceptably poor. If some sections of
pose of law is to ensure that whatever
cation, health, sports, and planning
goes on in society is orderly, beneficial society are left unaddressed by develop- • Guide resource allocation during budgment programmes, we may conclude that
and progressive.
eting, providing human resources, equipthe country is not developing.
When a law is breached, bent or out How then can Local Governments use the ment and specialized services.
rightly broken, there is usually an outcr y local pieces of legislation in Uganda and • Monitoring by the Executive Commitfrom persons whose rights were being the UN Convention to provide for local tees that go out to monitor Local Govprotected by the law breached, bent or development programmes for PWDs? ernments activities and programmes.
broken. A system of redress is usually This can be done as follows:
• Upholding the rights of PWDs to indeplaced in the judicial sys tem of a country
Using Article 20 of the Constitution, Local pendent living.
to atone for the breach of the law and/or
Councils can develop programmes that • Providing reasonable accommodation in
sooth the individual or public anger
can influence and ensure the observance old structures or structures erected withagainst the offending individual, institution
of the human rights of all persons in their out considering provisions for disability.
or group.
area of jurisdiction including the specific • Facilitating provision of space of particiWhenever and wherever law is put in rights of PWDs.
pation of PWDs in Local Government
place, it is intended to generally or parsystem such as politics, employment, comticular ly uphold, protect and ins titutional- Using Article 32, Local Councils can set munity mobilization, participatory planprogrammes that are calculated to ensure
ise good practices and/or rights of citithat PWDs receive affirmative action in ning, community problem diagnosis, culzens. In this case, the law guarantees cereducation, health services delivery, aware- tural events and worship.
tain liberties, freedoms and rights as comness raising, politics, cultural and religions • Providing room to facilitate developmon, inherent and indivisible when accruservices, sporting activities, production ment of DPOs.
ing to an individual. That is law.
and trade.
Every Local Government in Uganda is
Uganda, in a bid to protect, defend, upBasing
on
Article
35,
Local
Governments
called upon to embrace the Eleven-Point
hold and institutionalise the rights of percan conduct programmes on community Application regime (EPAR) in their areas
sons with disabilities, passed several admiawareness-raising on the challenges, needs of jurisdiction, to improve the wellbeing,
rable and enviable pieces of legislation.
and rights of persons with disabilities. Sub- welfare and liberties of persons with disThese include among others: provisions of
article 2 of Article 35 can be used to de- abilities.
the 1995 Constitution; the Local Government’s Act 1997 (as amended) and the velop local ordinances and bye-laws protecting the rights, life and livelihoods of
Persons with Disabilities Act 2006.
PWDs.
The Editor welcomes comments,
To add to the list, Uganda in its honour,
signed the United Nations Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
The Constitution, Acts and the UN Convention are all intended to guide prodisability development programmes in the
country.
In Uganda, the system of governance at
the moment is decentralisation. This s ystem is set in such a way that Local Gov-

Generally, there is an Ele ven-point Application Regime (EPAR) developed by Mr.
Okebe Onya of UNAPD on how the
Constitution and other laws can be used
by Local Governments to benefit PWDs.
The laws can be used by Local Governments for:
• Designing infrastructure and training.
Architects, engineers and planners who

letters and articles from
UNAPD members and District
Associations.
Send them to:
Unapd@utlonline.com
or post to P.O Box 959,
Kampala.
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Alice Kutyamukama and Steven Muhumuza whom UNAPD sent this
year to Egmond School in Denmark
for a five-month course in disability
Leaders of DPOs, PWDs MPs and
stakeholders in HIV/AIDS pose for a
group photo after NUDIPU launched
the Uganda Disability Five-Year HIV/
AIDS Strategic Plan at Grand Imperial Hotel in Kampala.

Uganda Brain Injury Support Project (UBISP) volunteer members after
a workshop about how they can access services from local governments

DPOs representatives discuss how to promote
awareness of UN Convention on PWDs with Minister for Disability and Elderly Hon. Sulaiman Madada
(C) in a meeting at the Ministry of Gender

UNAPD staff listen to Benon Kisembo (C) a tourist guide at Port Bell Luzira Pier. The staff visited the pier and Uganda Railways
to assess whether it is accessible to PWDs. RIGHT: Mary Mukisa of UNAPD enters MV Kawa that got an accident in 2006.
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PWDs sports: A different face of something common
BY IRENE NABALAMBA
When one talks about the word ‘sports’,
a few people will think about persons
with disabilities. Ugandans have an attitude that sports is only for people who
are able-bodied. However, PWDs also
enjoy and can participate in sports. Sports
for PWDs is not an expressio n of something different but a different expressio n
of something common. Depending on
one’s disability, PWDs can participate in
almost all sports activities.
Disability sports
There are many different kinds of sports
PWDs can play and enjoy. They include
bowling, wheelchair basketball, wheelchair
dance, wheelchair rugby, wheelchair football, wheelchair cycling, swimming, tennis,
badminton, javelin, yachting, shooting,
snooker and skiing, among others. These
sports can thrill many revellers, as they
watch a usual thing done in an uncommon
manner.
Importance of sports
Sports is good to PWDs as they can have
a good time, get to sweat, use their bodies and develop their functions, socialise
with others, challenge ones self (physical
and mentally), show able-bodied people
that PWDs can do something, get rid of
self pity and that of society. Through
sports exercise, PWDs can get physically
strong and in shape, get an opportunity to
travel and meet people and improve ones
self-confidence and esteem. People can
also get to value from PWDs sports
achievements other than their diverse
disabilities. Finally, sports for PWDs can

PWDs relax after participating in
MTN Wheelchair Marathon Race

be a fertile ground for lo bbying and advocacy as it plays a big role in their rehabilitation, inclusion and visibility.
Left out!
In many sports competitions in the country, little or no focus is put on disability
sports. For example, in inter-university
sports, primary school and Amasaza Cup
competitions, national leagues for basketball, football, among others, PWDs and
children with disabilities are excluded.
There should be a forum to handle and
address this. Disability sports should be
included in all kinds of national competitions. Competition organisers care for
only women as special groups and live
out PWDs. For example, they provide
for national netball competitions as an
alternative for football; there in basketball for women and volleyball for women.
It’s high time to organise football, volleyball, etc for PWDs.

What can we do?
Advocating for inclusio n of PWDs sport
in national competitions should be given
priority. Disabled People’s Organisations
should inform sports competitions like
FUFA (Federation for Uganda Football
Association), FUBA (Federation for
Uganda Basketball Association) and the
Ministry of Education and Sports of the
need to include PWDs in all sports activities. PWDs also have to take the lead by
getting organised and form teams for
different sports at various levels like parishes, sub-counties and districts and
eventually national teams.
PWDs should also form an association/
organisation for disability sports in
Uganda. We can name it, for example,
Uganda Disability Sports Association. I
wonder if we already have a similar organisation. This association can lobby and
spearhead the formation of PWDs sports
teams and establishment of a sports centre for PWDs that can have modern facilities to accommodate all disability
sports.
All in all, PWDs have a right to be part
and partial of any social events and
sports in particular. PWDs should organise sports teams from grassroots level
and lobby for inclusio n of disability sports
into all sports calendars. Sports activities
will provide a good platform for PWDs
to prove their abilities and worth to society. This will also remove the discrimination and stigmatisation against us.
The writer is a former
student of Egmond

Best UNAPD association to get Trust Fund as audit team is put in place
From Page 8
Very soon, UNAPD Project Committee
will convene and select the best applicants
for the award of the fund.
We shall finalise the first round of induction training in the remaining project districts of Masindi, Hoima and Kampala, before the end of September, 2008.
Accessibility audit guidelines
Developing of Accessibility Audit Guidelines is in advanced stages. The guidelines

have been shared with some stakeholders
in physical accessibility who have made
their inputs. I assure you that the development of these guidelines is on schedule and
very soon, a final draft for pre-testing will
be out.
To implement the guidelines, UNAPD has
constituted a national Accessibility Audit
Team, which will be mandated to conduct
accessibility auditing of public and private
structures. Tentatively, the team is com-

posed of a maximum number of five members.
At the district level, members will be oriented into the operation procedures of the
guidelines and will be tasked to carry out
accessibility auditing in their respective
districts
and
sub-counties.
With an accessibility auditing tool in place,
we shall “Fight Against All Barriers” and
make all structures physically accessible to
PWPDs.
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